A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AUSA BOOKS
FOR PROFESSIONAL READING

The selection of books that follows attempts to focus on some of the major components of professional military education. Subjects address strategy, tactics, operational art, weaponry, leadership, historical lessons learned, technology, history of the military art, contemporary military topics and the future of warfare.

The brief list that follows is only representative of the vast literature regarding the profession of arms. The list is intended to provide the reader a basis to form independent judgments regarding the nature of follow-on professional reading which goes beyond the AUSA series. These books represent the efforts of AUSA’s Institute of Land Warfare to undertake the publication and reprint of books which will add to the literature of the military profession. Military professionals and others interested in the substantive topics and issues that impact the nation’s security will find these books useful.

AUSA books, which are published in cooperation with Brassey’s (US), Inc., are available to AUSA members at discount. AUSA News provides details on how to take advantage of the savings. All of these books are in print and many are available at military bookstores and libraries, as well as from commercial bookstores and public libraries.
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